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How can we as coaches encourage
our team to attend a summer camp

as part of our team's culture?



World Camp's Pillars

Highest Level International Coaches

Grow the love of FHInteractive Team Bonding



Who We Are

Tjerk van Herwaarden USA Staff

International Coaches

Technical Director & Owner

Highest Caliber coaches flown in to
teach our athletes

Team of American coaches who
manage & chaperone camp



Who We Are

Gold Medal Olympians 

FIH World Player of the Year

MVP of European Hockey League

Germany Men's U18 National Team Coach

USA Men's National Team Coach 

USA Women's National Team 

Captain of Men's Indoor Dutch National Team

DI College Coaches

DIII College Coaches

Sports Phycologists

USA Field Hockey Humanitarian of the Year

Some of our Current & Past Coaches & Management Team 



Overnight Advanced Camps

in 3 States

Core Camps

Come-to-You-Clinics

Plus...



All camps are NOT created equal

The World Camp Difference

How (and why) is 
World Camp different?



Free to hold your team's spot.

Each family only pays $25 to register.

July 10-14
July 16-19
July 21-24

Swarthmore, PA Montclair, NJ UMass

Dartmouth, MA
Harvard, MA

Summer 2021

July 22-25
July 27-30 August 2-5 TBA

Commuter Camp



USFHA Level 3+ coach 

USFHA and KNHB Coach Educator

Head Coach Harvard since 2012 

2 time Ivy league Coach of the year

2 time NFHCA Northeast Coach of the year

Spent 7 years at Maryland as the Technical

Director associate head coach, won 5 national

championships

Assistant coach of the USA women’s team 2013

& 2014 reaching the 4th place at the World Cup.

      (Climbed from 63 in ranking to no 6 in the country)

Tjerk van Herwaarden
Owner & Director



World Camp Coach Education 
3 Sessions  

 Session 1 Team virtual engagement and caring for the individual athlete  

 Session 2 Tactical Philosophies that will help you win games  

 Session 3 Team Identity, why is it important and how do you create it 



World Camp Coach Education 

Session 2.  Tactical Philosophies that will help you win games 

1. General Attacking and defensive principles.2.  

2. Outletting and Pressing strategies  

3. Transition Hockey. What do you do when you get the ball or when 

you lose it.  



Why is it important? 
We create a tactical framework 
• System / Structure  
• Roles & Responsibilities  
• Concepts and philosophies  

Players  
• Own decision making  
• Creativity  
• Problem solving development  

Together  
• Pressing tactics  
• Out-letting structure  

We want to ease decision making by providing guidance on how 
we want to play and how we assume we can achieve our goal  

Top teams have different plans in place for various scenario’s. Time 
of the game, score, needed outcome etc.  



Things to keep in mind. 

It needs to make sense! (I.e. Overlap your forwards)  

Make sure your strategy / tactical concepts fits your team (Discipline /Half court patience)  

Utilize your players strengths (I.e. Speed, Aerial usage)  

Hide your weaknesses  

Have the ability to change  

Don’t expect your team to execute a plan without practicing it  

Developing and executing a tactical plan takes time  

Use it to take away opponents strengths. / Exploit their weaknesses  

Always consider the “what if” scenario 



General Line up & Structures. 

- 3-2-3-2  
- Defensive and Attacking screens  
- Screen player becomes marker or cover 

player  
- CM can play as CF

LCB

GK

LF
CF

RF

CM RMLM

LB

RCB

AScr

CM

DScr

LB RB

CB

GK

RB

LM RM

LF
RF

- 4-3-3  
- LCB or RCB plays as cover player  
- More defined midfield and forward line.  



Stretching the field 



Stretching the field 



Stretching the field 



Stretching the field 





CM
LM CM

RM

Show or go. 

LCB

LF
RB

CB

CM
LM CM

RM

LCB

LF
RB

CB

• LM is put under pressure, small space, eyes down = needs 
help 

• LF can support in open space (Sideline) cannot create depth

• LM has more time. defense is holding the space, more 
time and better decision making.  

• LF can create depth

• RB, RM Hold Position  
• No direct pressure on LM



Defensive strategies 

60 Yard Defense  

Double Defense  

Defensive layers  

Front foot mentality 



60 Yard Defense 

* Defensive awareness to defend a 

long pass from opponent   
* Shifts the defensive focus area  
* Can influence defenders position 

Pro Con

Takes away Long hit option Requires defensive structure to be 
more spread out

Forces opponent to cut back to the 
ball more 

Will open up space between the 
zones more. 



Double Defense

Pro Con
More support in threatening 
areas (Overload on ball side) Can give attackers more room 

Easier to double team Can create confusion 
(Structure recognition) 

Opens up diagonal passing 
lanes 

Besides	your	main	responsibility	(	marking	
your	direct	opponent	in	the	zone)	constantly	
ask	yourself	if	you	can	help	your	team	mate	
(close	more	space	on	the	inside).



Creating Defensive Layers 

Pro Con

Closes space for individual 
attacking skill in defensive 25 Opens up space on help side 

Difficult to penatrate the circle with 
space to shoot

Requires a lot of work and right 
timing from defenders 

Use	your	defensive	posi=oning	to	
create	layers	from	the	opponents	ball	
possessor	to	the	goal.	



Front foot mentality Defense 

Pro Con

Gets team in ball possession with 
numbers up situations with successful 

intercept

Opens up more attacking space  for 
opponent (Dangerous space behind 

defense) 

Puts direct pressure on opponent (Takes 
passing options away) Mistakes in interception can be costly 

* More aggressive position in 

defending   
* Ability to intercept passes  
* Requires more vision, time on the 

ball from ball possessor.  



Attacking strategies 
Triangles & Shapes 

Midfield Acceleration 



Attacking Triangles 

Always have 2 options for 
ball possessor  

Create depth behind the 
opponents defense  

Diagonal Runs are forcing 
the defense to make 
choices  

Various options to create 
attacking triangles 

LF
CF

RM

LBRB

CB

GK

LM

LF CF
RF

RM

LBRB
CB

GK

LM

RF

?



Game acceleration 



Organized defense
No to little offensive
 space towards goal

Regular press set up 
controlling space

Regular press set up 
controlling space

Acceleration stretches out
 defensive structures 

leads to more offensive
 space towards goal

 Normal build up vs Acceleration  

How do you speed up a game? 

- 1 or 2 touch passing  
- 1v1 Elimination, to 

create numbers up 
- Skip a line in your 

passing  
- Quick self start 



Pressing Options 

Pressing & Options   

Intent of the press  

Forward movements and midfield 
roles 
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Full Press  
- Pressure on back 4.  
- Zonal defense in Midfield 
- What is the goal? Where do we want 

the ball ? 

What do we do after 1st pass   
- We take away options. Force our 

opponents to make certain decisions.  
- Support from the Help Side  
- Front Foot mentality to intercept  

We press to take options away in opponents 
outlet.  
- How do we create a 3v3 vs a 3v4 
- How do we keep the space behind our 

forward line under control?  
- What is our objective?  

- Force an error  
- Get the ball? Where  

- What is the opponents outletting strategy? 

- Pressing needs to be structured and 
done with controlled energy 

- 1 player not being disciplined can 
collapse any structure 

- How do you control the aerial option? 
- (LF Positioning)



Pressing Options
1. Forward Slide  
After 1st pass all forwards slide to stay organized in front of the ball.  

- Opponent can transfer ball back and forth in back 4.  
- Gives opponent time to look for forward options. 

LF CF RF

DScr

LBRB

CB

GK

2. Center forward Cut  
After 1st pass CF applies pressure on ball carrier taking back 
pass away through running line. Cutting the 2 CB’s.  

- Help side forward needs to come to the inside to support.  
- Ball receiver can become dangerous when she carries forward. LF

CF
RF

DScr

LBRB

CB

GK

LF CF RF

DScr

LBRB

CB

GK

3. Center forward at 
After 1st pass CF applies pressure on ball carrier with frontal 
approach.  

- Help side forward needs to come to the inside to support.  
- Good defensive structures will re-shape and open up lanes.  
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Half Court Press  
- Fall away to just above 50 yard line. Control more space 
on own defensive half  

- Create more attacking space when turnover occurs. 

Help side Press / Blind Side Press 
- Help side forward applies pressure to close off the 
outside option.  

- Forces CB to go inside  
- Mistakes lead to numbers down situations 

Corner Press / Pocket Press 
- High Pressure when outlet is on the sideline.  
- Overload of players on small space high up on the field.  
- Outletting team will use big hit or aerial to get away from 
pressure 

- Lots of defensive energy needed when ball gets 
through. Big spaces to cover, depth and on transfer 
balls 



Outletting Strategies 
Bowl Shape  
- Typical 4v3 with 3 2v1 situations. Left side, center and right 
side.  
- Don’t position RB/ LB behind Ball line. (Easy to pressure)  

LF CF RF

DScr

LBRB

CB

GK

Diamond Shape 
- Create (extra) option in Center.  
- RB and LB more inside options for LF or RM 
- Forcing RM / LM opponents to make decision. LF

CF
RF

DScr

LBRB

CB

GK

LF CF RFDScr

LBRB

CB

GK

Back 5 with 2 screen options.   
- CF needs to make decision.  
- CM to support  
- Bigger spaces between side back and CB. (Counterattack structure)  

AScr

RM
LM

LMRM ? ?

Good teams can shift from 3 in the back to 4 and from 4 to 3.  

A top level CB can find best angles or numbers up situation 

RM LMLMRM

?



Transition (Turnover) Hockey

What to do when we get the ball 

What to do when we lose the ball 

Designate red and blue players  

What factors play a roll?  

Where are we on the field 

Outcome Risk vs. Reward 

Moving away from losing the ball after just getting it



We got the ball We lost the ball 

- Protect the circle  
- Defensive layers  
- High pressure on the ball

Our Goal  

- Structure defense  (Layers) 
- Protect goal line  
- Apply pressure / close transfer

- Win Back  (6Sec)  
- Close outlet pass   
- Keep deep options

Where we score  
- Go to goal ASAP  
- Circle positioning 

- Play to open space (transfer)  
- Attack the circle  
- Red & Blue players  

- Structure & Organize  
- Control momentum  
- No risk / Possession



Tactical Philosophies that will help you win games  

Q&A 

Thank you and we hope to see you Summer 2021 
www.worldcampusa.com 
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